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EECE-4710  “IoT and TinyML”
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Internet of Things (IoT)
Threat of Opportunity?
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Internet of Things (IoT): is 
the network of physical 
objects or “things”—
devices, vehicles, buildings 
and other items embedded 
with electronics, software, 
sensors, and network 
connectivity—that enables 
these objects to collect and 
exchange data.

Recall: What is IoT?

Internet of Underwater Things

Source: I.F. AKYILDIZ
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Internet of Underground Things

Source: I.F. AKYILDIZ

Internet of Battlefield Things

Source: I.F. AKYILDIZ
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Internet of Space Things

Source: I.F. AKYILDIZ

Internet of Nano Things

Source: I.F. AKYILDIZ
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Internet of Bio-Nano Things

Source: I.F. AKYILDIZ

IoT: Perspectives 

Source: I.F. AKYILDIZ
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4-layer Model of IoT
Integrated 
Application

Information 
Processing

Network 
Construction

Sensing and
Identification

Source: I.F. AKYILDIZ

● Scalability

● Technological standardization

● Inter operability

● Discovery

● Software complexity

● Data volumes and interpretation (tinyML emerges)

● Power supply (energy harvesting?)

● Interaction and short-range communication

● Wireless communication

● Fault tolerance

Technological Challenges of IoT 
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● It is just another computer, right? 
○ All the same issues we have with access control, vulnerability 

management, patching, monitoring, etc.  

○ Imagine your network with 1,000,000 more devices

○ Any compromised device is a foothold on the network

○ Are highly portable devices captured during vulnerability scans? 

○ Where is your network perimeter? 

○ Are consumer devices being used in areas – like health care – where 

reliability is critical?

Why be Concerned about IoT?

13

Scholars, social observers, and pessimists have doubts about the promises of 

the ubiquitous computing revolution, in areas as:

● Security

● Privacy

● Autonomy and Control

● Social control

● Political manipulation

● Environmental impact

● Influences human moral decision making

Criticisms and Controversies of IoT
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Threat vs. 
Opportunity?

• If misunderstood and 
misconfigured, IoT poses 
risk to our data, privacy, 
and safety

• If understood and secured, 
IoT will enhance 
communications, lifestyle, 
and delivery of services

15
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IoT Security
(1) Network Level
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The Question:
Who needs security in a wireless channel 
anyway?

The Answer:
Everybody! So, how do you provide the 
appropriate level of security within the 
acceptable price and “inconvenience” margin 
→Risk Management!

Source: Peter L. Fuhr
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Optimization of Security vs. Cost

Security Level

Cost ($)

Cost of Security
Countermeasures

Cost of Security
Breaches

Optimal Level of Security
at Minimum Cost

• Risk reduction is balanced against the cost of security 
counter measures to mitigate the risk.

Source: Peter L. Fuhr
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● IoT devices can be deployed by any business center, thereby bypassing typical 

network security controls and processes. 

● All these network-connected IoT devices – printers, cameras, sensors, lighting, 

HVAC, appliances, infusion pumps, handheld scanners (the list goes on and on) – 

are using different hardware, chipsets, operating systems and firmware that 

introduce vulnerabilities and risk.

● IoT Security: is the practice/act of securing Internet devices and the networks 

they're connected to from threats and breaches by protecting, identifying, and 

monitoring risks all while helping fix vulnerabilities from a range of devices that can 

pose security risks (to your business).

What is IoT Security?

19Source: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/cyberpedia/what-is-iot-security

● Overarching challenge for security in IoT is that as large numbers of 

diverse IoT devices continue to connect to the network, a dramatic 

expansion of the attack surface is happening in parallel

● Ultimately the entire network security posture is diminished to the level 

of integrity and protection offered to the least secure device

What Are the Challenges of IoT Security?

20Source: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/cyberpedia/what-is-iot-security
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• 98% of all IoT device traffic is unencrypted - putting personal and 

confidential data at severe risk. 

• 51% of threats for healthcare organizations involve imaging devices - 

disrupting the quality of care and allowing attackers to exfiltrate patient data 

stored on these devices.

• 72% of healthcare VLANs mix IoT and IT assets - allowing malware to spread 

from users’ computers to vulnerable IoT devices on the same network.

What Are the Challenges of IoT Security?

21Source: https://unit42.paloaltonetworks.com/iot-threat-report-2020/

• Inventory – not having clear visibility and context for what IoT devices are in the network and 

how to securely manage new devices.

• Diversity – the sheer diversity of IoT devices in terms of their limitless forms and functions.

• Threats – lack of well-embedded security into IoT device operating systems that are hard or 

impossible to patch.

• Data volume – overseeing vast amounts of data generated from both managed and 

unmanaged IoT devices.

• Ownership – new risks associated with the management of IoT devices by disparate teams 

within the organization.

• Operations – the unification crisis wherein IoT devices are critical to core operations yet 

difficult for IT to integrate into the core security posture.

Challenges that are unique to IoT security

22Source: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/cyberpedia/what-is-iot-security
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Which IoT Devices Have the Highest Share 
of Security Issues?

23Source: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/cyberpedia/what-is-iot-security

What Are the Top IoT Security Threats?

24Source: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/cyberpedia/what-is-iot-security
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● Exploits executed using techniques such as:

○ Network scanning

○ Remote code execution

○ Command injection and others. 

● 41% of attacks exploit device vulnerabilities

○ Attacks scan through network-connected devices in an attempt to exploit 

known weaknesses.

○ After compromising the first device, lateral movement is opened-up to access 

other vulnerable devices and compromise them one by one.

Most frequent attacks on IoT devices

25Source: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/cyberpedia/what-is-iot-security

Exploits – 41%
• Scanning attack is a method used by threat actors to identify vulnerabilities in a network or system. 

Scanning attacks typically involve using automated tools to scan for open ports, vulnerabilities, and 
other weaknesses that can be exploited to gain unauthorized access and/or launch a cyber attack.

• Remote code execution (RCE) refers to a class of cyberattacks in which attackers remotely execute 
commands to place malware or other malicious code on your computer or network.

• Command injection is an attack in which the goal is execution of arbitrary commands on the host 
operating system via a vulnerable application. Command injection attacks are possible when an 
application passes unsafe user supplied data (forms, cookies, HTTP headers etc.) to a system shell. 

• Buffer overflow condition exists when a program attempts to put more data in a buffer than it can hold 
or when a program attempts to put data in a memory area past a buffer. Writing outside the bounds of a 
block of allocated memory can corrupt data, crash the program, or cause the execution of malicious 
code.

• SQL injection attack consists of insertion or “injection” of a SQL query via the input data from the client 
to the application.

• "Zero-day" is a broad term that describes recently discovered security vulnerabilities that hackers can 
use to attack systems. The term "zero-day" refers to the fact that the vendor or developer has only just 
learned of the flaw – which means they have “zero days” to fix it. A zero-day attack takes place when 
hackers exploit the flaw before developers have a chance to address it.
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Malware – 33%
• Worm

• A worm virus refers to a malicious program that replicates itself, automatically spreading 
through a network. In this definition of computer worms, the worm virus exploits 
vulnerabilities in your security software to steal sensitive information, install backdoors that 
can be used to access the system, corrupt files, and do other kinds of harm.

• Ransomware
• Ransomware is a type of malware designed to extort money from its victims, who are 

blocked or prevented from accessing data on their systems.
• Ransomware is a type of malware from cryptovirology that threatens to publish the victim's 

personal data or permanently block access to it unless a ransom is paid off. 

• Backdoor Trojan
• Backdoor Trojans are malicious software programs that provide unauthorized access to a 

computer in order to launch a remote attack. Remote attackers can use a hacked machine to 
send commands or gain complete control.

• Botnet
• A botnet attack is any attack leveraging a botnet—a group of bots and devices linked 

together to perform the same task—for distribution and scaling. Botnet attacks are used by 
cybercriminals to carry out intense scraping, DDoS (distributed denial of service), and other 
large-scale cybercrime.

27

● Lifecycle approach encompasses five critical stages of IoT security

What Are the Best Practices for IoT Security? 

28Source: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/cyberpedia/what-is-iot-security
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1. Identify all managed and unmanaged devices.

2. Accurately assess and identify vulnerabilities and risks associated with all devices.

3. Automate Zero Trust policies and enforcement of those policies. Zero Trust is a 

strategic approach to cybersecurity that secures an organization by eliminating 

implicit trust and continuously validating every stage of a digital interaction. It is 

rooted in the principle of “never trust, always verify,”.

4. Take swift action on preventing known threats.

5. Rapidly detect and respond to unknown threats.

Incorporate IoT security into standard practice, 
process and procedure

29Source: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/zero-trust

1. Employ Device Discovery for Complete Visibility

2. Apply Network Segmentation for Stronger Defense

3. Adopt Secure Password Practices

4. Continue to Patch and Update Firmware When Available

5. Actively Monitor IoT Devices at All Times

How to Secure IoT Devices in the Enterprise

30Source: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/cyberpedia/how-to-secure-iot-devices-in-the-enterprise
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• Trust: Allow only designated people/services device or data access

• Identity: Validate the identity of people, services, and “things” 

• Privacy: Ensure device, personal & sensitive data is kept private

• Protection: Protect devices and users from harm

• Safety: Provide safety for devices, infrastructure and people

• Security: Maintain security of data, devices, people, etc.

Addressing TIPPSS is essential to achieving safety, 
security, and scalability

32

Wired Data Security - Encryption

The “traditional” method involved encrypting the data prior to 
transmission over a potentially insecure channel. The level of 
protection rests on the encryption algorithm. (There are a few 
other factors… such as the physical media.)

Source: Peter L. Fuhr
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Wireless networks use a variety of techniques to enhance security, 
such as spreading and interleaving. These techniques can make the 
signal virtually undetectable without prior knowledge about the 
network. This can improve the security of the network by orders 
of magnitude. 

Wireless Data Security: Encryption, Spreading, Interleaving

34

IoT Security
(2) Device Level 
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Taxonomy of Physical Attacks 

35Source: Josep Balasch, KU Leuven 

(a) Side-channel Leakage
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Side-channels (not exhaustive)

37
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What is a Power Analysis Attack?

Side-channel attacks 

exploit correlation between 

secret parameters and 

variations in timing, power 

consumption, and other 

emanations from 

cryptographic devices to 

reveal secret keys

Cryptographic
Device

R

Current
or

Power
Measurement

Power Supply

Attacker’s Point

Source: Pascal Paillier
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Power Analysis
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Power Measurements, 
Simple Power Analysis (SPA), 
Differential Power Analysis (DPA) 
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Simple Power Analysis (SPA)
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Differential Power Analysis (DPA) 

• DPA is a much more powerful attack than SPA. 

• Much more difficult to prevent too.

• While SPA attacks use primarily visual inspection to identify relevant 
power fluctuations, DPA attacks use statistical analysis and error 
correction techniques to extract information correlated to secret keys.

• Implementation of a DPA attack involves two phases: 
1. Data collection - may be performed as described previously by sampling a 

device’s power consumption during cryptographic operations as a function 
of time

2. Data analysis - a number of cryptographic operations using the target key 
are observed

45Source: https://cryptome.org/jya/dpa.htm

46Source: https://anysilicon.com/side-channel-attacks-differential-power-analysis-dpa-simple-power-analysis-spa-works/

Differential Power 
Analysis (DPA) 
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(b) Invasive Attacks
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(c) Fault Injection Attacks (I)
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Fault Injection Attacks (II)
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Differential Fault Analysis 
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Summary
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● https://www.crowdstrike.com/cybersecurity-101/remote-code-execution-rce/

● https://heimdalsecurity.com/blog/scanning-attack-what-it-is-and-how-to-protect-your-organization-against-it/

● https://owasp.org/www-community/attacks/Command_Injection

● https://owasp.org/www-community/vulnerabilities/Buffer_Overflow

● https://www.fortinet.com/resources/cyberglossary/buffer-overflow

● https://owasp.org/www-community/attacks/SQL_Injection

● https://portswigger.net/web-security/sql-injection

● https://usa.kaspersky.com/resource-center/definitions/zero-day-exploit

● https://www.sunnyvalley.io/docs/network-security-tutorials/what-is-zero-day-attack

● https://www.proofpoint.com/us/threat-reference/ransomware

● https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ransomware

● https://www.fortinet.com/resources/cyberglossary/worm-virus

● https://www.malwarebytes.com/computer-worm

● https://www.tutorialspoint.com/what-are-backdoor-trojans

● https://gridinsoft.com/backdoor

● https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/cyberpedia/what-is-botnet

● https://usa.kaspersky.com/resource-center/threats/botnet-attacks

● …

Credits
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